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Vatican guided tour tripadvisor

Tripadvisor Travelers' Choice Award 2018: Top 5 Cultural Experiences - Worldwide Tripadvisor Travelers' Choice Award 2019: Best Cultural Experience - #1 Tour Worldwide Discover the Wonders of the Vatican on TripAdvisor's Number One Tour 2019. Be mesmerized by Michelangelo's world-famous Sistine chapel and final judgment, visit the Raphael rooms and listen to the
stories behind the famous Athens School. With the reserved entrance, you can go straight to the Vatican to explore the museums with your dedicated expert guide. Headsets allow you to listen to the stories told by the art historian's guide when they bring these works to life. Tours are for only 20 people, and the Vatican is quieter than ever. With reduced capacity and less crowds,
you can feel like a VIP as you wander the quiet corridors and explore the museum in peace with your safety. Faster than skip-the-line access to Vatican Museums At Every Entrance &amp; booking fees Access to the Sistine Chapel Audio Headsets, so you can always hear from leading small groups of 20 people or less to Vatican museums in Sistine Chapel Raphael's Rooms
Gallery Maps Gallery wall carpet in our reserved entrance, you can go straight inside and explore without wasting your time - you can also discover the stories of the characters that walked these corridors in front of you as artists and popes. This tour has been modified to meet current safety standards; With enhanced security measures and social delimiter, you can enjoy a safe
and exciting trip to Vatican City. The crowds are usually plentiful here, but now is the ideal time to book a Vatican tour as you become one of the few people admitted to museums at the same time. Up close and personal with stunning graphics from all over the Vatican without jostly in the space of other visitors, and once-in-a-lifetime memories of this incredible place. No one gives
more access inside, the driver will take you out of the Vatican Gardens balcony at first glance to the dome of St. Peter's Basilica, before walking through the ancient statues and modern statues of pinecone courtyard. Since speaking is forbidden in the Sistine Chapel, your leaders will prepare you for the many interesting details that you will miss. To reach the chapel, the guide will
guide you through the Map Room, the Taper Gallery, the Candelabra Gallery and the Raphael Rooms. These artworks come alive as you follow the guide's commentary on dedicated audio earphones. In the Sistine Chapel, take some time to choose the rich details on the walls and ceiling – from Michelangelo's boned self-portrait to shields representing violent biblical stories. In
just three hours, we will present the Vatican's artistic treasures in an enjoyable and carefree way. From the vast Vatican Museums to Michelangelo's pioneering frescoes in the Sistine Chapel, see how popes use art and culture to spread their message. You'll appreciate not only the Vatican, but you understand that. Check out the full list of Tours of the Vatican. Near the entrance
to the Museum - Open on Google Maps Exactly What is included in the 3-hour group tour of the Vatican Museums, the Wet Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica? The price is all-inclusive: Skip the entrance to the line, entrance ticket, guide and tour. Our tours are classic and very comprehensive. It is a three-hour tour and includes many wings of museums, including, but not limited to,
the ancient Greek \Roman statue, the Maps Hall, the Candelabra Gallery and the Wall Carpet Hall. Many of the two highlights are our tours of the Sistine Chapel and raphael rooms. Groups leave the museums from the Sistine Chapel and complete a tour of St. Peter's Basilica* in St. Peter's Square. Please note that most Wednesday mornings and special religious occasions, St.
Peter's Basilica is closed and is therefore not part of the tour. In this case, the tour lasts another three hours and makes a more extensive visit to the world-famous Vatican Museums. *Please note that due to covid restrictions within the Vatican, St. Peter's Basilica is exceptionally not included in tours until further notice, for both morning and afternoon tours. Because of this, the
total duration of the tour is 2.5 hours instead of 3 hours the Vatican Group tours are available for people with disabilities? Please note that Vatican Museums offer free tickets for people with disabilities in excess of 74%. Present the necessary documentation (proof of destruction) to City Wonders staff at Meeting Point to make use of it. After the tour, you can contact our CW
customer service to receive a refund of the Vatican ticket price. However, due to some route restrictions, we cannot accommodate wheelchair or disabled customers on our Vatican Group Tours. Wheelchair users are welcome on private Vatican tours. Wheelchair users must use a different route through the Vatican Museums. Our private tours of the Vatican fully accommodate
wheelchair users and people with reduced mobility. The guide will take you to the Vatican Museums and the Wet Chapel, but not the basilica. *Important note: None of the options detailed above include the special line of St. Peter's Basilica as it is not accessible. If you want to visit St. Peter's Basilica after the tour, you need to exit the Vatican Museums, go to St. Peter's Square
and queue for entry. Access to the basilica is free of charge. At the end of the tour, I will be able to explore the Vatican Museums on their own?No. Our tickets will not be able to re-enter the Vatican if you leave, as Vatican tickets are only one-time entry. Instant confirmationmobile voucher adopted24-hour cancellation policy * Book now and travel between December 4 and
December Level Contributor 161 comments 34 reviews 17 useful votes Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 8 years ago I noticed that the Vatican has official tours, which can be booked on the Vatican's website. Then there are many other companies that offer guided tours of the Vatican such as Context Tours and Easitalytours. What's the better option? Level
Contributor 161 comments 34 reviews 17 useful votes 1. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 8 years ago Level Contributor 21 comments 56 reviews 66 useful votes 2. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 8 years ago Hello to the Vatican for official tours, which can be booked on the Vatican's website. Some official Vatican guides are excellent,
others are not that great. Here are some suggestions for you: book your official Vatican and St. Peter's tour called Art &amp; Faith Tour, which is headed by nuns. The collection is told by a religious person who is not an art historian or tour guide. It is believed to visit the Vatican State and papal collections and commissions after all, and in my opinion (I am an art historian working
for the Vatican), the collection should be counted by a religious person. As for the many tour companies that offer guided tours of the Vatican (Dark Rome, Walks of Italy, etc.) these are extremely tourist-oriented companies and guides sometimes lack expertise and knowledge. In other words, I wouldn't recommend them if you want in-depth knowledge of the Vatican. I hope this
helps. 3 comments 3. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 7 years ago I thank Tiz S. My father, aunt/godmother and I visit the Vatican this June and have solved the dilemma of how to really enjoy and learn about the Vatican, The Stintus Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica. Level Contributor has 136 posts in 27 reviews with 11 useful votes to 4. Re: Official Vatican
tours versus privately organized ... 7 years ago we took a private tour of the Vatican- Bruno Tours last summer in June . It was just me and my wife. They paid us 130 euros. It was a three-hour drive. Since we didn't do any studies, the information Bruno provided was very informative and we enjoyed it as it was jusy guding and not a big crowd. Level Contributor has 136 posts in 27
reviews with 11 useful votes to 5. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 7 years ago only a few corrections were paid 150 euros for the Vatican tour 5 posts 6. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 7 years ago I think it is best to book on the official website of the Vatican or some agency famous. On the Internet there are also places unreliable.
Level Contributor 47 514 comments 18 reviews 124 useful votes 7. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 7 years ago I love the the tours offered by the euth group. It's not too long, and it's not too expensive. They provide great information and allow you to bypass bypass Lines. After the tours (which do not include the basilica) you can re-enter the museums to
visit any of the rooms you would like to see. Donna 3 comments 8. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 7 years ago Great info! Thanks. Did anyone take a walk last night? I've consistently read that the crowd starts after 4 p.m., and vatican evening tours are from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Same prices, same lengths. I have tickets for the papal audience on Wednesday
morning (I'm not sure how long it is) and Scavi 2:15 that afternoon (2.5 hours long). Either we have to go back to another day or do night tours (but the views won't be the same and it will be looong day). Do you have any coments? Thank you again. Level Contributor 37 771 comments 29 reviews 47 useful votes 9. Re: Official Vatican tours versus privately organized ... 7 years ago
the evening tours of the Vatican Museums will take place only on Friday evenings and only in certain months. They announce the dates every year. Here's the schedule for this year: ... vatican.va/musei/tickets/do... I don't know what to say Please note that not all rooms are open for overnight visits. The website indicates which ones are open. It's certainly less crowded with
overnight visits, partly because you can't enter those times without reservation, while the usual visits for those who don't have a reservation line up to get a ticket. If you visit during the day, you can't just stay for the evening visit; everyone must leave the museums by 18:00, and then those who have a reservation can enter the evening visit at 18:00. Re: Official Vatican tours versus
privately organized ... 7 years ago Thanks bvlenci for the info. I've researched the details online :) I wonder if it's worth it to go at night. I don't think that's... Because I'd miss a lot of things. And as for the tours, I think I'll book the one without the Basilica because I read that we can go back to museums if we want to see something for a longer period of time. Is that a good choice? I
would also like to ask what tours you recommend to take in Colosseo/Foro Romano. I read the underground tours are great and I really want to have it. Thank you again. Again!
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